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Dear Boys and Girls
Did you spot what Sally did in our last newsletter? All the
toys had great fun with Sally’s challenge. Where did you
decide to go to listen for sounds?
Funny Fran loved Timid Timothy’s one liners and tried them
out on Grandpa Ben.
Spring has seen the return of an old friend to Never-ending
Stories. Welcome home Cathy Caterpillar!
All my love

September 2015

Garden I-Spy with Eager Emily
Eager Emily is counting all the new creepy crawlies by
playing I-spy with Confident Charlie on the rooftop.
Why don’t you give it a try in your garden? Don’t you get on
your rooftop!

Martha Mouse

Funny Fran’s Antonyms

P.S. Do you have any idea where Sally Scribbler has gone?
Do you think she is responsible for the disappearing items?

Confident Charlie taught Funny Fran a new word for
opposites, antonyms. Can you think of the antonyms for
these words?

Martha Mouse’s Ladybirds
To welcome all the new creatures to the garden she is
making ladybirds. Martha Mouse thought you might enjoy
making one too.
There is a collection at the front door of Never-ending
Stories. Where are you going to put yours?
Materials:
Jar Lid; glue; scissors
Instructions:
 You can cover the lid with a piece of black paper.
 Cut out the shapes below
 Glue the red wings onto the lid. You can make them
together like he's sitting or spread apart a bit like he's
flying.
 Glue the head onto the lid (over top of the wings).
 Glue on the spots.

Leave; Sick; Similar; Cry; Cautious; Tired; Easy

Timid Timothy’s Word Scramble
Timid Timothy’s reading The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric
Carle. He has managed to muddle up the words in these
sentences. Can you put the words in the right order to make
a sentence that makes sense?
On ate Monday he apple through one
look for He started to food some
That he had ache night a stomach

Funny Fran’s Book Suggestions

How Never-ending Stories Began
She was helping Martha Mouse repack the pencils and beads
when she noticed a movement out of the corner of her eye.
She quickly motioned to Martha Mouse to come.
As quietly as they could they tiptoed round the corner to see if
they could spy the culprit but alas whoever or whatever it was
had disappeared taking with them an old hairpin.
Who or what on earth could it be? Why on earth would they
need an old hairpin?

September Events
7 to 13 September: National Book Week (returns
late library books and don’t pay fines)
24 September Heritage Day

